
eVTOL/Urban Air Mobility 
TAM Update: A Slow Take-Off, 
But Sky's the Limit
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Transporting humans: 
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Launch costs falling dramatically
Rising demand for bandwidth
Significant levels of capital formation
Estimate Space economy to be $1.1tn by 2040

Price of processing power and memory at all-time lows
Increased speed and capacity likely coming from new 5G 
infrastructure
Moore's Law

Large amount of investment and development in 
autonomous driving 
AI derived business value is expected to reach $3.9 
trillion by 2022

Increased usability/cost efficacy of LiDar and other 
sensor technology
Companies using sensors in a range of use cases, such 
as smart cities or autonomous driving/flying

Becoming a cheap and practical method of manufacturing 
complex parts
This technology can create lighter and more durable parts 
that are not possible with traditional metalllurgical 
methods

$/kWh coming down steadily - target of $50/kWh by 2030
Increased EV adoption accelerating need for better 
battery technology

Cost, weight, and volume decreasing significantly with 
improved performance
Cost targets for 2022 50% below current prices

Companies continue to develop different use cases for 
robotics, combining developments in AI/machine learning
Allows for faster assembly of more complex mechanics 
systems
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= More distance/efficiency + Less charge time 
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